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Introduction 
The Alliance for an Innovation-Driven Recovery is seeking to improve the operation of the Employment Investment                
Incentive Scheme (EIIS) to support high-growth start ups and scale ups. 

This analysis is based on data from Revenue on investment raised between 2007-2018, under four key schemes :                 12

Business Expansion Scheme (BES); Employment Investment Incentive Scheme (EIIS); Seed Capital Scheme (SCS);             
Start Up Relief for Entrepreneurs (SURE). 

Our focus is on the level and type of investment incentivised under these schemes into “High-Growth Tech Startups                  
and Scaleups” which are innovation-driven businesses that are high-risk and require significant upfront investment              
before breaking-even, thus are very dependent on equity-based finance. These companies present huge potential in               
terms of employment, exports and innovation. They are distinct from lower-risk asset-backed or service businesses. 

 

Summary of Findings 

Significant funding has gone towards investment into Irish firms through the three schemes (BES, EII and SCS) over                  
the ten years (€816 million).  

1: The majority of the investment has been focused on lower-risk businesses (71% / €579M) as distinct from                  
higher-risk, high-growth start ups and scale ups (29% / €238M), with the percentage of investment going to startups                  
and scaleups consistently about 30% of the total each year. 

2: Over 74% of early-stage investments under €1 million, have gone into asset-backed or service companies.                
Whereas, less than 26% of seed capital has been invested in high-growth potential tech startups. 

3: Only 92 out of the 335 companies that secured investment from the Halo Business Angel Network (typically                  
high-risk companies with high-potential) were able to avail of state investment incentive schemes. 

4: The average cost to companies of hiring a tax advisor to utilise EIIS is €10k, detering many early-stage companies                    
from using the scheme. In contrast, in the UK the process usually costs between £250 and £2,000.  

These findings confirm the observation in the 2018 Indecon report commissioned by the Minister for Finance  3

“The evidence on firms assisted shows that some of the companies are in lower risk sectors. There is merit in                    
considering whether the focus of the scheme can be amended in order to target companies most in need of                   
finance and thereby reduce economic deadweight and Exchequer costs”. [p.7] 

 

Conclusion 

EIIS is a critical investment incentive scheme to foster equity-based risk finance for early-stage high risk companies.                 
In light of the difficulty in accessing funding for high-growth tech startups and scaleups which has been heightened by                   
Covid-19, it is critical that EIIS is reformed to ensure these companies can be not only sustained, but scaled through                    
private investment.  

Based on our findings, which corroborate previous reports by the Department, the Alliance believes the review of EIIS                  
announced in Budget 2021 should be prioritised and acted upon urgently. We recommend five key changes to EIIS,                  
as outlined in the Alliance for an Innovation Driven Recovery EIIS Submission .  4

These changes would help augment existing government financial support for startups with investment by private               
capital; thus reducing the net cost to the exchequer.  

1 Revenue review of BES/EII/SCS shares issued 2007-2018 https://www.revenue.ie/en/starting-a-business/documents/bes-scs-shares.pdf  
2 EIIS Statistics 2011 - 2018: https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/tax-expenditures/eii-stats.pdf 
3 Indecon Evaluation of EIIS and SURE 2018: https://assets.gov.ie/4045/071218130657-3be4a529aeee4999ba8d63bb0c0ff9d9.pdf  
4 Alliance for an Innovation Driven Recovery EIIS Submission: https://bit.ly/EIIS-Submission-Nov-2020  

1. CGT exemption on all qualifying investments made 
during H2 2020 to end 2021 

4. Allow other investment vehicles to qualify for tax relief on 
EIIS investments 

2. Standardise investment period to 4 years  5. Increase certainty for companies that they are eligible for 
EIIS 

3. Enhanced relief for investing in micro companies  

https://www.revenue.ie/en/starting-a-business/documents/bes-scs-shares.pdf
https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/documents/statistics/tax-expenditures/eii-stats.pdf
https://assets.gov.ie/4045/071218130657-3be4a529aeee4999ba8d63bb0c0ff9d9.pdf
https://bit.ly/EIIS-Submission-Nov-2020


 

Analysis & Key Insights 
 
Finding 1: Under 27% of investments have gone to High Growth Startups and Scaleups  5

The majority of investment (73%) under the 4 schemes has been focused on lower-risk businesses, as distinct from                  
higher-risk, high-growth startups and scaleups. This statistic is consistent for both the percentage of companies               
receiving investment and the percentage of money invested. 
 

 
 
Finding 2: Under 26% of investments under 1 million have gone to high-growth potential enterprises  6

Over 74% of investments under €1 million in the four schemes, have gone into asset-backed or service companies.  
Whereas, less than 26% of seed capital has been invested into high-growth potential tech startups. 
 

 
 
Finding 3: Only 27% of high-growth startups & scaleups that secured investment from the Halo Business                
Angel Network (HBAN) were able to avail of state investment incentive schemes.  7

Only 25% of companies (92 out of the 335) that secured investment from HBAN (typical high-risk companies with                  
high-potential) were able to avail of BES or EIIS, with most investments involving smaller investments [half of these 92                   
investments were under €200K]. 
 
 

Finding 4: The cost of tax advisory to access the EIIS scheme is prohibitive for companies raising smaller                  
amounts of funding. 

Nearly 70% of the investments under the four schemes were under €300k, 60% under €200k and 43% under €100k. 
 
Based on consultation with the investee companies, it was found that the cost to companies of hiring a tax advisor in                     
order to apply for EIIS is on average €10k due to the complexities within the scheme, which deters many early-stage                    
companies from using the scheme. In contrast, in the UK the process usually costs between £250 and £2,000. 

5 Revenue.ie, 2007-2018 [https://www.revenue.ie/en/starting-a-business/documents/bes-scs-shares.pdf]  
6 Ibid 
7 Halo Business Angel Network, internal analysis 2020 

Breakdown Of Funding Allocations Under The Four Schemes (2007-2018) 

Total number of qualifying companies that received investments 1,899 

Number of which were high-growth, Startup & Scaleup companies 521 (27%) 

Total value of investments in qualifying companies  €816M 

Value of investments in high-growth Start-up & Scale-up companies  €238M (29%) 

Break down of Early-Stage Investments Under The Four Schemes (2007-2018) 

Amount of funding   
received 

Total Number of companies    
that received funding 

Number of “High Growth    
Startups & Scaleups” that    
received funding 

Percentage of funding   
going to High-Growth   
Startups & Scaleups 

€0 - 100k 859 181 21% 

€100 - 500k 1,541 380 25% 

€500 - 1million 1,771 457 26% 

https://www.revenue.ie/en/starting-a-business/documents/bes-scs-shares.pdf


 

Appendices 
 
Appendix 1.1: Investment by program (Overall): 

 
Appendix 1.2: Investment by program (High Growth Tech Companies): 

 
  



 

Appendix 2: Total investment by year for the different programmes (overall): 

 
  



 

Appendix 3: Total investment by year for the different programmes (high-growth startups & scaleups): 

 
  



 

Appendix 4: Number of companies by investment ranges: 

 


